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Operation Hours : 10:00 - 18:00

If you wish to have spa treatments other than 
the above hours, kindly inform the reception 
one day earlier.

Head Massage - 30mins
With soft light touch this technique of massage eliminates muscle and energy blockages
through the craniofacial o�ering a special feeling of relaxation and rejuvenation.

Back, Neck, and Shoulders - 30mins
A massage designed for those who often su�er from aches and pains in the neck and
back. The tense muscles become flexible the tension is relieved and the functionality
of muscle resumes.

Hot Herbal Pouch Massage - 60mins
This technique stimulates the same way as acupressure. The pores from the heat allowing 
essential oils from the herbs to heal the body from deeper layers. The massage is done 
gently but at the same time is very e�ective as it warms and relaxes tight muscles.

Deep Tissue - 50mins
A massage focusing on realigning deeper layers of muscles and connective tissue.
The movement is slower and the pressure is deeper.

Candle Massage - 50mins
Close your eyes. Imagine yourself lying down,a thread of hot melted candle wax
running through your body. Feel the warmth in every single muscle,smell the essential
oils of orange and surrender in a sensory journey that you will never be back

Relaxing Massage - 30/50mins
Gentle relaxing massage from the feet to the head that o�ers absolute relaxation to
tired muscles and restores elasticity.

Happy Feet - 30mins
Our feet support our whole body it is important to take care of them. This revitalising toning 
massage with tea tree oil gives incredible energy to your feet and to entire body also.

Greco Philia Sea Shell Massage  - 60mins
Holistic massage with organic shells witch increases the extension of soft tissues expels 
harmful toxins and enhances blood flow. Feel the stress and tension sail away!
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FACIAL TREATMENTS
Douceur Marine - 60mins 75
An ideal treatment for sensitive skin calms and
relieves immediately.
Hydra Blue - 60mins 80
This is an intensive treatment for dehydrated skin,
rough to the touch in places.

Extended Youth - 60mins 100
An anti-wrinkle-firming treatment that increases
the resistance of the skin giving an extended youth.
Spa -Prestige Eclat - 45mins 60
The coexistence of the rich marine power into a 
treatment for rejuvenation radiance and hydration 
of the skin..

BODY TREATMENTS
Shimmer Satin Treatment - 45mins 65
A deep cleansing exfoliation massage with salts, 
corals, coconut oil, and hazelnut oil will leave your
skin feeling smooth soft and polished while the rich 
ocean cream will deeply hydrate and nourish your skin.
Sea Foam Massage & Calming Mask - 60mins 75
A unique relaxing experience for your body which 
relaxes, and invigorates your skin. A warm full body 
massage with sea sponges and a natural cleanser is
followed by a full body wrap with a toning mask that 
enhances skin elasticity.
.Golden Spa Treatment - 60mins 110
A complete body treatment for detoxification, 
hydration and rejuvenation through the luxury of gold  
Exfoliation with the scent of daisies will remove dead 
skin leaving your skin smooth and glowing. 

SPA RITUALS
Aroma Vedic Holistic- 75mins 130
Indulge in a holistic and aesthetic facial and body 
treatment and give your skin a velvety sensation and 
your soul serenity. The massage with extracts of 
apricot, ylang -ylang, rose, violet, and camellia invite
you to a relaxing ritual full of energy that finishes with 
a mask made from rosewood and rose petal extract 


